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ait-deutschland GmbH is a member of NIBE Climate Solutions, a leading European supplier for sustainable energy solutions. ait-deutschland
develops, produces and sells products under the brands alpha innotec,
NOVELAN and KKT chillers. After years of innovation and growth, it is
time to take the next step throughout the NIBE Group. Digitalization and
connectivity will unlock new opportunities, for even more sustainable
energy production and improved solutions for indoor climate regulation.
In a unique initiative for the entire group of companies we are creating a
separate development team, located on a number of NIBE sites around
the globe. The initiative will span several markets with a new platform
for the Internet of Things and Smart Home Systems, handling assignments for both European and North American customers. We are forming an international team with expertise in many areas, ranging from
hardware development to cloud services.
We are now looking for the brightest minds, who share our commitment
to work towards a more sustainable future. Do you have what it takes to
join this team and accelerate our path to a more environmentally friendly
future? We are looking for an

Embedded Linux Developer

Description
You will be part of a small team responsible for developing firmware for
both small OS-less PCBAs to more complex embedded Linux environments. Your work will involve both developing proprietary solutions, as
well as to integrate and contribute to open source projects.
Qualifications
Skills required:
· Minimum of 2 years C/C++ software development experience on
embedded electronic platforms
· E xperience with microcontrollers and/or ARM microprocessors
·	Good speaking and writing skills in English as well as German
Skills preferred:
· Mastery of C language, GNU toolchain, and Linux
· Experience in Yocto Project/OpenEmbedded
· Proficiency in serial data communication, including CAN, LIN, I2C,
Modbus, BACnet, TCP/IP, Zigbee and SPI
· Proficiency in consumer electronic protocols, including Bluetooth,
USB and Wi-Fi
· Proficiency in version control, including git, subversion, or equivalent
What you can expect from us
You will have a challenging task, working independently in a highly
successful company, enjoying a very pleasant working atmosphere. We
offer opportunities for personal development and taking on responsibility, while providing interesting career prospects. We are a future- and
growth-oriented company with a young, motivated team and a high level
of commitment to our mission. If you would like to join us, please send
your CV and salary expectations to jobs@ait-deutschland.eu, reference
number NT90A.
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